Let’s start with the basics. Quarter Notes, 8th Notes and 16th Notes. Everything else can wait. These can’t! You need to know these rhythms and how they relate to each other.

As indicated next to the first note, we are playing in 4/4 timing. That means 4 Quarter Notes per bar. So we need to count ‘1, 2, 3, 4’. Count out loud! If you can say it, you can play it. It really helps.

Let’s move on to 8th notes. Please note we still have our ‘1, 2, 3, 4’. But we have added to it. We can’t add more numbers because we are still in 4/4. So we ‘subdivide’ the beats. To add in 8th notes we say ‘and’ or ‘an’. The ‘+’ (plus) symbol is the universal symbol for ‘and’ in music.

Hanging in there? One more essential subdivision before we recap. 16th notes. I can’t stress enough that we still have our ‘1, 2, 3, 4’ that we got from the quarters. And we still have our ‘and’ or ‘+’ 8th notes.

But we want to subdivide further. For 16th notes we add in ‘e’ and ‘a’.

IMPORTANT: Stop and let this sink in. The numbers remain. We are subdividing around them.
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